STEALTH X

CQB3 Stealth X

STEALTH X
OPTIONS

ALL NEW TITAN X MOTOR

COUNTER TOP

IN-COUNTER

STEALTH TECHNOLOGY HELPS CREATE A
CONVERSATION-FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE
The Stealth X includes a sleek sound enclosure and
proprietary airflow innovations that enable operation at
the sound level of a normal conversation.

Introducing the new Titan X motor from Blendtec built to be quieter, run cooler, and with a longer life
than any motor before it. Internal motor brushes
have been replaced with electronics to increase
the lifetime of the motor, give more output and
torque to make drinks quicker, and use less power.
The Titan X is also equipped with dynamic braking,
allowing the operator to remove the jar without
waiting for the blade to stop spinning. Take
advantage of less downtime by cutting out the
need to replace machines and make more drinks
without overheating – the blender even cools itself
without running!

CUSTOMIZABLE CYCLES PROVIDE
CONSISTENT RESULTS
In addition to 42 preprogrammed cycles, users can create
custom blends with the online Blend WizardTM, then store
up to 14 on the blender for one-touch operation.

NSF APPROVED BPA-FREE WILDSIDE+ JAR

14 SECONDS

TO AN AMAZING BLENDED DRINK

TWO IS BETTER THAN ONE

BLUNT BLADE TECHNOLOGY

Each blender now comes standard with two jars instead
of one. This upgrade increases the lifecycle and durability
of each jar, allowing for more time between replacements.

THAN TRADITIONAL BLADES

MOTOR

1800 Watt, 120V / 240V available

INTERFACE

Illuminated OLED display with tactile keypad

SOUND ENCLOSURE

Fully enclosed, easy-to-clean blending station. Advanced
sound enclosure helps blender operate at the sound level
of normal conversation.

PROGRAM CYCLES

42 Preprogrammed blend cycles, including 2 for the NSB
attachment. Create custom or update included blend
cycles via Blendtec’s Blend WizardTM online tool.

USAGE

Recommended daily blends: 200

DIMENSIONS

H: 17.3” (43.9 cm)
D: 9.0” (22.9 cm)
W: 8.6” (21.8 cm)

WEIGHT

18.1 lbs (8.21 kg)

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

In-counter version available

CERTIFICATIONS

Conforms to applicable UL and CSA safety standards as
well as NSF sanitation standards.

*For international warranty and certification details please see your in-country distributor.
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